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LNC-Johnson 2016 Agreement Still Up in the Air 
LNC members have regularly asked Nick Sarwark about the progress to date in the negotiations.  

The last report I have is that a proposed final document was sent by the LNC Attorney to the 

Johnson 2016 Attorney, potentially for signatures. 

 

National Re-Register Week 
LNC Member Trent Somes proposed National #ReRegister Week, under which Libertarians 

would organize to persuade Americans to re-register to vote as Libertarians.  You can register to 

vote as a Libertarian, we are told, in 31 states, and in most of them the party gets some advantage 

frm having people register as Libertarians. (In Massachusetts, the opposite is true.) The original 

idea was to do this on college campuses, where people are likely to be willing to register or re-

register in our directions.  Unfortunately, there are no good complete lists of college libertarian 

groups to run the local campaigns. While the Johnson campaign claims to have 650 campus 

affiliates, it proved impossible for the ReRegister group to get any of the contact information 

needed to send them #ReRegister material. 

 

New Regional Alternate 
There was a vacancy for LNC Regional Alternate from the New-Jersey-New-York-New England 

(less Rhode Island, which did not join) region.  George Phillies as Massachusetts State Chair  

organized the replacement election.  The unanimous choice was Larry Sharpe of New York. 

 

Johnson Not Close to 15% 
Readers will recall that the Commission for Highly Partisan Presidential Debates set a 

requriement that potential debaters must be at 15 % in an average over five pre-specified polling 

houses.  There are not yet signs that 15% is occurring. If you go to 

http://elections.huffingtonpost.com/pollster/2016-general-election-trump-vs-clinton-vs-johnson 

you find that the Johnson average is 8.1, 8.2, or 9.2%, depending on how much smoothing is 

applies to the moderately scattered poll numbers. The trend is very nearly flat. The one poll of 

the five that matters that has reported recently is Fox, which put Johnson at 9%. ABC reports 

9%; CNN reports 7%. It is not yet clear when the Commission will make its decision. 

 

Beware the 5% Fraud 
For unclear reasons, someone has been pushing the rumor that if Johnson gets 5% of the vote this 

Fall, then the LP gets national ballot access and will not have to petition in 2020.  The rumor is 



fraudulent nonsense. Three is no such thing as “national ballot access”.  There are 50 states (plus 

DC); each of them has its own ballot access laws.  Most of those sets of laws do not depend on 

the Presidential vote as a way to determine how the local party or candidates put the Presidential 

candidate or anyone else on the ballot. 

 

Beware the “Ballot Access” Fraud 
Recently, certain persons have started raising bizarre claims about Massachusetts ballot access, 

notably that Massachusetts Libertarians, or the Massachusetts Pirate Party, do not have ballot 

access.  This claim is a flat-out lie. In Massachusetts, for either party, you can register (“enroll”) 

as a member of the party, the party’s registrations are counted by the Secretary of the 

Commonwealth, and if you run for partisan office while a Libertarian the line after your name 

will read “Libertarian”, and ditto for Pirates. Indeed, this year Thom Simmons (Congress, First 

District; he spoke twice at National) and the Johnson/Weld Team are on the ballot as 

Libertarians, and Aaron James, Pirate for State Rep, is on the ballot as a Pirate. 

 

So if you hear people claiming that Massachusetts Libertarians do not have ballot access, do not 

believe their false claims, and do not believe anything else they are saying about Massachusetts 

or ballot access, either. 

 

Gary Johnson 2016 Financials for July 

Analysis of His FEC filings. 
 

The campaign had cash on hand at the start of the month of $459.063. Its Receipts This Period 

were $1,602,810. It spent $856,518, leaving it at the end of July with Cash on Hand of 

$1,205,355. The grand total for consulting variously titled was not quite $531,000, out of 

$856,518 in disbursements. 62% of campaign spending thus went to various consultants. 

 

I have gone through the FEC filing and totaled up expenditures. There are a lot of numbers, so 

errors may have crept in, especially at the typing stage, but the following should be reasonably if 

not necessarily perfectly accurate. 

 

So how did Johnson 2016 spend its money in July? To summarize,  

$64,741 or 7.6% went to classical advertising. 

$111,877 or 13.1% went to printing and mailing houses. 

$530,699 or 62% went to consultants. 

 

There was advertising. Signage came to $24,128. Evan Twede was paid $33,784 for media 

advertising, Jesse Ranney was paid $3400 for media spots. There were Facebook ads, totaling 

$3003.62. Website hosting from Godaddy cost $205. Postage and Shipping was $221. There is 

always a question as to how much media spending was to produce a spot, and how much was to 

air the spot, but the total here was $64,741, or 7.6% of campaign income. 

 

Printing came to $111,877, paid to Alita Grafx, Documart, and Salt Lake Printing and Mailing. 

In addition, direct mail is advertising. Direct mail of $111,877 amounted to 13% of campaign 

income. 



 

Raising and spending money costs money. We see $443 in bank fees to Wells Fargo, $2158 in 

JFA Expense to Avondale Finance, Nathan Grabau, and DB Capitol Strategies, $9,878 in 

accounting and reporting fees to McCauley & Associates, PC, and merchant processing fees to 

authorize.net, PayPal, and WePay of $49,975. Rent came to $1733, paid to Marilyn Prince.  

 

Refunds of excess contributions covered $12,933. 

 

Computer software cost $13,917, with payments made to Aristotle International, Caspio, Inc, 

Marketing Systems, and Northstar Campaign Systems. 

 

Governor Weld promised $100,000 for ballot access. Between ballot access, ballot access 

consulting, and a $2500 Presidential Election Filing Fee in West Virginia, we see an identifiable 

total of $12,946. There was a $1132 mileage reimbursement of Lou Jasikoff. 

 

The campaign travelled a great deal. Air fares came to $34,295 for 92 flights. That's an 

impressive amount of air travel for one month. Lodging came to only $4324. Car rental, cab fare, 

train fares, and fuel for car travel came to nearly $2995. $346 was spent on travel insurance. 

 

Now we come to "consulting" You may expect someone to claim that this line hides advertising 

expenses, so that Consultant X spends $50,000 for TV ads and is reimbursed the $50,000, but the 

money is paid to Consultant X, so the payment shows as $50,000 for consulting. IT DOESN'T 

WORK THAT WAY! Under FEC rules the filings must show the final destination of the money, 

and Johnson 2016 is doing its filings correctly. What you in fact see in the report is series of 

entries like  

 

Person's name and address MEMO ENTRIES: SEE BELOW 468.02 

Followed immediately by  

Comfort Inn Travel - Hotel 379.93 MEMO 

Chevron Fuel for campaign travel 88.09 MEMO 

 

so it is immediately clear where the money finally went. Reimbursements are not being used by 

the Johnson campaign to hide expenditures. (Readers might also wonder why a campaign would 

want to hide advertising expenses as consulting fees.) 

 

Campaign Consulting came to nearly $490,000. That includes $445,000 to Liberty Consulting 

Services, $13,000 to Carlos Sierra, $10,000 to Joseph Hunter, $5650 to Chris Thrasher, $4193 to 

Phil Kregel, $3000 to Pojunis Communications, $2666 to Steve Kerbel, $2600 to Tom Mahon, 

$2032 to Lou Jasikoff, and $480 to David Valente. Some of this money, in particular the 

payments to Chris Thrasher and Lou Jasikoff, maybe prperly counted as ballot access spending. 

 

There are other sorts of consulting. Media Consulting to Brandon Ellyson and Evan Twede, Inc. 

cost $12,250. Joseph Hunter received $12,000 for press relations and media consulting. Social 

media consulting came to $4480, while social media monitoring cost $800. Robert Clarke 

received $266 for consulting, while Robert Cain received $3500 for digital consulting. Ashley 



Edwards and Nathan Grabau received $3251 for fundraising fees. Jason Weinman received 

$3000 for youth volunteer consulting. Andy Craig got $2500 for Grassroots advocacy. 

 

Food and beverages came to $845. 

 

The grand total for consulting variously titled was not quite $531,000, out of $856,518 in 

disbursements. 62% of campaign spending thus went to various consultants. 

 

Pre-Printed Post-Its - Better Than Door Hangers 
 

Almost everyone has seen and used Post-It notes, the brilliant and ubiquitous invention of 

modern American chemical engineering that allow messages to be taped to and removed from 

almost anything without risk of damage.  Many are small, but they come in sizes as large as 4” x 

6”. 

 

Less well known than the blank Post-It is the pre-printed Post-It, complete with potentially full-

color message and images.  Libertarian Joe Buchman of Utah saw these being used to advertise 

an automotive maintenance service. One was posted to the front door, about eye height, where it 

waited to be read.  You couldn’t miss it.  Then he had his bright idea.  These are modern door 

hangers, except they are much cheaper (a few cents each) and attach to almost any front door.  

That’s unlike classical door hangers, which have issues with some types of latch.  Furthermore, 

they are much lighter than the massive cardboard of a hanger, so they are much easier to ship to 

volunteers at remote points. His State Senate campaign will be using these. 

 

For representative prices and such not: http://www.customink.com/styles/3m-post-it-notes-4-x-6-

50-sheet-pads/111400 

 


